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(sEN{:_rrD (oDD SEM.) THEORY
EXAMINATION, 2014-15
FLUID MECHAF{ICS

a' A square plate 50cm x 50cm weighing 200 N srides
down an inclined plane of slope i vertical: 2.5
horizontal with a uniform veloclty of 0.40 m/s. if a
thin layer of oir of thickness 0.5 cm {irrs t}re space
between the plate and the inclined plane determine
the coefficient of viscosityofoil.

b. Draw and explain Rheologica!diagram.
c. An oil of viscosity 5 poise is used for lubrication

between a shaft and sleive. fhe diameter of the shaftis 0.5 m a.nd it rotates at 200 rpm. Calculate thepcwer lost in.oil for the steeve l"rl4h 
"a;iiffi;. ;;thickness of rhe oil film is I ;;.

d. With the neat sketches, cxplain the conditions ofequilibrium for floating and sirbmerged bodies.l0031rl I t 9gt'1d'"

Time : 3 Hours] - tTotal Marks : 100
Note : (i) Attempt aII questions.

(ii) Assume suitabre data if not given in the numericar
question.
(iii) Draw neat sketches wherever required.

l. .Answer any fonr parts of the following :

NCE.3O1

5X4=20

(Following paper ID and RoIl No. to be filled in yourAnswer Book)



A tank contains water upto- a height of 0.5 m above

the base. An immiscible liquid of specific gravity 0.8

is filled on the top of water upto I m height.

Calculate total pressure on one side of tank and the

position of Centre of Pressure for one side of the tank

whichis2mwide.
Figure shows a conical vessel having its outlet at A to
which a U- tub€ manometer is connected. Thc

reading of the manometer given in the figure shows

when the vessel is empty. Find the reading of the

manometer when vessel is completely filled with

!Yater.

2. Answer any four parts of the following : 5 x 4=20

i. For steady incompressible flows derive the continuity

equation 
- 

using' 3-D rectangular co-ordinate

system.

b. Sketch the stream lines represented by Y: x2 + f' eho

find out the velocity and itsdirection at point (l'2)'
c. What is flow net ? Describe any one method of drawing flow net'

d.Iffora2-Dpotentialflow,thevelocitypotentialisgiven
by 0 : x(2y-1). Determine the velocity at the point P (4'

Si. Determine also the value of stream function at the

Point P.

e.Ajetofwaterfroma25mmdiameternozzleisdireoted
vertically upwards. Assuming that the jet remains

circular and neglecting any loss of energ;/' what will be

the diameter at a point 4'5m above the nozzle' if the

velocitywithwhichthejetleavesthenorzleisl2rn/s.
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f. Write short note on:

(0 Subcritical, critical and supercritical flow

(ir) Subsonic, sonic and supersonic flow

(iii) Laminar and turbulent flow'

3. Answer any two parts of the following : lO x2=20

&. In a vertical conveying oil of specific gavity 0'8, two

pressure gauges have been installed at A and B where the

diameters are t6 ctn and 8 cm respectively' A is 2 m

above B. The pressure gauge readings have shown that

the pressure at B is greater than at A by 0.981 N/cm2'

Neglecting all losses, calculate the flow rate' If the

guug"t at A and B are replaced by tubes filled with the

same liquid and cofftected to a U- tube containing

mercury. Calculate the differencc of level of mercury in

the two limbs of U-tube.'

b. In a 45o bend a rectangular air duct of .1 m2 cross-

sectional area is gradually reduces to 0.5 m2 area' Find

the magnitude and direction of the force required to hold

ti" OuJt in position if the velocity of flow at the I m2

section is 10m/s and pressure is 2.943 N/cm2' Take

density of air as 1.16 Kg/m3.

c. Using Buckingham's rr theorem, show that the discharge

Q consumed bY an oll ring is given bY

e: Ndl f tp/@Nd2),ol(pN2d3;, ov(px2a) |

Where d is internal diameter of ring N is rotational

speeq p is density, p is viscosity, c is surface tension and

ro is the specific weight of oil.

4. Artswer any two parts of the following : 10 x 2=20

a. Derive the equation of motion for laminar flow through

pipes. Also.derive the expression for velocity and shear

stress distribution across the pipe with neat sketches'
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b. prove that the differcnce of local velocity u and averagevetocity U for turbutent flow througtl ;il;;'rr_,
pipe is given by:

(u - U/ u = 5.75 log16(y/R) + 3.7Se' (i) A pipe of diameter 300mm and rength 3500m is usedfor the transmission of power by water. The total head atthe inlet of the pipe is 500m. Find the **i*rrn por"o
available at the outle( if the value of f : 0.006.(ii) rrr/hat do y_ou understand bv-*ut". hammer? Derive
an expression for sudden closure ofthe valve .ooriO"rin,
pipe material is elastic.

5. Answeranytwopartsofthefollowing : t0 x2=20a. (i) What do 
1gu 

understand by momentum thickness,
displacement thickness and energy thickness?
(ii) an oil with densrty 900 Kg/m3 and kinemaric
viscosity l0-5 m% is flowing over a plate of 3 m lono
and 2 m wide with a velocity of 3 m/s p"iri"ii" s; #.:Find the boundary layer thickness at the point of
transition and at the end of the plate.

b. (i) A kite 60cm x 60cm in size weighing 3N makes an
angle of l0o with horizontal. The thrcad
attached to it makes an angre of 450 to the horizontar and

flowing over the kite at 15 m/s. Irind Cr and Cn for kite.
(ii) What do you understand by
coefticient of drag and aerofoil?

c. (i) Explain the phenomenon of drag
define Stroke,s law. Draw a graph
various values of Reynolds number.'

coefiicient of lift,

on a sphere and
between Co and

(ii) Discuss the effect of pressure gradient on boundary
layer separation with neat sketches.
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